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Abstract

Methodology

Polar mesospheric clouds (PMCs) have been studied for thirteen years by
NASA's Aeronomy of Ice in the Mesosphere (AIM) satellite. The Cloud
Imaging and Particle Size (CIPS) instrument onboard AIM has taken many
images of PMCs over this time. Such a large number of images makes CIPS
data ideal for training neural networks which require large datasets. CIPS
images were used to train a Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) to train
towards being able to generate purely artificial CIPS-like images.

Introduction
Polar Mesospheric Clouds
• Highest clouds on Earth at 82km1 above the poles, near the mesopause
• PMCs are thin ice clouds, theorized that ice nucleates on meteoric smoke2
• Methane oxidizes in stratosphere bringing water to the mesopause and so
PMCs form, climate change leads to more methane and so more PMCs1

Generative Adversarial Networks
• Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) were developed in 2014 by Dr.
Ian Goodfellow and colleagues at the University of Montreal11
• A type of neural network framework consisting of two neural networks
• The generator takes an input of random noise and manipulates it into a
fake image
• The discriminator takes in the generators images as well as real images
and determines if a given image is real or not11
• Once the discriminator can identify generated images at high confidence,
its training is stopped
• The generator is then trained off of the discriminator’s model
• At the beginning of this training, the generator will not be able to trick the
discriminator much, but after many iterations it will be able to trick it
again
• This process is repeated multiple times, the discriminator becomes very
good at identifying generated images, and the generator becomes
proficient in generating convincing images
• The end goal of a GAN is to have a convincing generator
• In the past, discriminators have been much more efficient than generators,
the GAN’s generator benefits from the discriminator’s efficiency

Results

• The discriminator also used linear layers, the simplest type of layer where
a single layer of neurons is connected to the layers before after
• The hidden layer in Fig. 2b is an example of a linear layer

• Six iterations of swapping between the generator and the discriminator
were performed
• An image from each of these iterations can be seen in Fig. 7 alongside a
real CIPS image

• Each layer of the neural network also has an activation function
• The activation of a neuron is calculated by passing the weighted sum of
the previous layer’s activations plus the bias into the activation function
• Activation functions mimic how the brain’s neurons will activate
differently with different stimuli
• With pooling and convolutional layers, the ReLU activation function is
commonly used
𝑅𝑒𝐿𝑈 𝑥 = max 0, 𝑥
• The ReLU activation function returns zero for all negative inputs and
returns the value back if it is positive
• ReLU is a very simple calculation and so it reduces the time required to
train a network
• ReLU causes certain neural connections to not have any activation
making the network model more concise and reducing noise
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Fig. 1: (a) Image of PMCs taken from the ground3, (b) artist’s rendition of the AIM satellite4

Aeronomy of Ice in the Mesosphere
• NASA satellite that has studied PMCs since its launch in 2007
• Polar sun-synchronous orbit at 600km to study PMCs over both poles5
• Three instruments onboard SOFIE, CDE, and CIPS6
CIPS
• Four nadir facing cameras, angled outwards for a wider view of PMCs7
• Cameras image in ultraviolet with 15nm passband centered at 265nm8
• The cameras measure albedo differences to image PMC structures
• The four cameras projected onto Earth’s surface form a “bowtie” shape
• As AIM takes images throughout orbit, the “bowtie” scenes are combined
into orbital strips
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Fig. 2: (a) CIPS scene projected on Earth7, (b) diagram of generic neural network with one hidden layer9

Neural Networks
• Computer program that mimics how brains learn information, great for
recognizing patterns, classifying patterns, and making predictions10
• Neurons are connected to other neurons and are structured in layers
• Each neuron has a bias and the connections have weights, these values are
real numbers and they affect how the network learns patterns10
• A network is fed data along with corresponding labels, the weights and
biases are initially random and so the outputs are likely incorrect
• After outputting a result for an input, the network is given the correct
label, the network then adjusts weights and biases to be more correct
• To do this, the error in the output is calculated using a loss function
• The network then backpropagates, going back and tweaking weights and
biases in order to get more correct outputs
• Learns from success and failure, connections leading to correct outputs
are strengthened and connections leading to incorrect outputs weakened
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Fig. 7: (a) Image of the GAN’s first iteration with the random noise that the generator begins with, (b) second iteration, (c)
third iteration, (d) fourth iteration, (e) fifth iteration, (f) sixth iteration, and (g) a real CIPS PY image
Fig. 5: Graph of the ReLU activation function15

Fig. 3: Diagram of GAN architecture with Generator and Discriminator12

• Our GAN was written in Python using a machine learning library called
PyTorch, PyTorch was developed in 2016 by Facebook
• PyTorch allows for the structures of networks to be easily written in
Python, this includes creating the hidden layers of a neural network
• For the discriminator’s input of real CIPS images, images from AIM’s PY
camera were used
• These images were squashed into 1D tensors to be inputted into the neural
network’s input layer
• The discriminator and generator were built with multiple layers of
different types
• The discriminator used convolutional layers, where a square window of
defined size scans over an image’s pixels
• Pooling layers were also used in the discriminator, where an image is
downsampled to a lower resolution by combining groups of pixels
• Pooling allows the neural network to identify structures regardless of their
location in an image

• To identify fake images, the discriminator must modify its weights and
biases, this is done by first calculating how wrong an output
• A loss function is used to calculate how wrong a given output is, the
discriminator used the Cross-Entropy Loss function, its formula16 is
𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠

=−

𝑡 log 𝑠

= −𝑡 log 𝑠

− 1−𝑡

log 1 − 𝑠

• With 𝐶′ being the number of classes, 𝑡 being the correct label (0 for a
generated image and 1 for a real image), and 𝑠 being the value for the
given output neuron (between 0 and 1)
• The network then propagates back through the layers
• Backpropagation calculates what connections need to be modified to lead
to more correct outputs
• The network strengthens connections that lead to correct outputs and
weakens connections that lead to incorrect outputs
• Through back propagation, the network minimizes the loss function via
stochastic gradient descent
• In gradient descent, the gradient of the entire loss function across all
training iterations is computed in order to minimize the loss function
• The larger the gradient is, the larger “step” is taken toward the minimum
• In stochastic gradient descent, random samples from training are chosen
in order to reduce the computational expense

(a)

Conclusion
• Between these six iterations of the GAN, it can be seen that the generator
makes improvements in its image generation
• The GAN is functioning as intended, the discriminator trains to identify
fake images to a high level of confidence and then the networks swap
• The changes between the iterations show the improvement that each
network is having and the affect this has on the generator
• Clearly the images from these six iterations look nothing like the real
image
• The generator is easily fooling the discriminator, especially by creating a
structure that repeats vertically
• The generator is more powerful than the
• In order for convincing images to be generated a few things are needed
• First, many more iterations of the GAN are needed
• Second, in order to avoid stagnation in image generation, changes in the
generator and discriminator layer structures would also be needed
• This includes using different types of layers and adding more layers
I’d like to thank Joe Mustachio, Dr. John McNabb, and Elliot Shiben for
their contributions, as well as NASA, and the AIM mission team.
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